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Abstract—This paper proposes a learning method of object and
scene categories based on probabilistic latent component models
in conjunction with semi-supervised object class labeling. In this
method, a set of object segments extracted from scene images of
each scene category is firstly clustered by the probabilistic latent
component analysis with the variable number of classes, next the
probabilistic latent component tree is generated as a classification
tree of all the object classes of all the scene categories, and
then object classes are incrementally labeled by propagating
prior scene category labels and posterior object category labels
given to representative object instances of some object classes as
teaching signals. Through experiments by using images of plural
categories in an image database, it is shown that the method
works effectively in learning a labeled object category tree and
object category composition of scene categories and achieves high
performance for object and scene recognition.

Index Terms—categorization, computer vision, labeling, learn-
ing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T HE human ability of categorization makes it possible to
identify object categories and also scene categories as

composites of them. The problem to be addressed in this paper
is learning a classification tree of object appearance, category
labels of object classes and object category composition of
various scenes from a set of scene images each of which
is labeled with one of plural objects in a scene. Here a
labeled object in a scene is an object which is considered
as a foreground object and other objects in background are
unlabeled. A set of scene images whose foreground objects
have the same label forms a scene category and a scene image
can be contained in plural scene categories dependent on
which object is considered to be in foreground. In this paper,
we propose a learning method for this problem which consists
of 1) the probabilistic latent component analysis [1] with the
variable number of classes (V-PLCA) for clustering a set of
object segments extracted from scene images in each scene
category, 2) generation of the probabilistic latent component
tree (PLCT) as a classification tree of all the object classes
of all the scene categories and 3) semi-supervised labeling of
object classes by propagating prior scene category labels and
posterior object category labels given to representative object
instances of some object classes as teaching signals.
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As for related work, probabilistic latent variable models
have been applied to learning object and scene categories [2],
[3], [4], [5]. Since hierarchical representation enables system-
atic classification of object appearance and efficient identifica-
tion of object and scene categories, there have been proposed
hierarchical models for object and scene categorization [6],
[7], [8], [9]. In [10], the hierarchical Latent Dirichlet Al-
location has been applied to automatically discover a visual
object hierarchy from a collection of unlabeled images though
the depth of hierarchy is prefixed. It is known that context
improves category recognition of ambiguous objects in a
scene [11] and there have been proposed several methods [12],
[13], [14] which incorporate context into object categorization.
Our problem is closely related to recent research of multi-
instance multi-label learning [15], [16] which learns multiple
labels of multiple object instances in a scene image.

The one of main difference of our method from these exist-
ing ones is that it simultaneously learns a classification tree of
categorical object appearance and probabilistic composition of
object categories in scene categories. Another main difference
is that our method incrementally learns object category labels
in a semi-supervised manner.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates the
problem of learning object and scene categories and section III
describes the proposed method in detail. Experimental results
are shown in section IV and we conclude our work in section
V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let C be a set of categories andNC be the number of
categories. A scene categoryc ∈ C is a set of scene images
each of which contains an object of the category in foreground
and other categorical objects in background. Letsc,ij be aj-
th object segment extracted from a scene imagei of a scene
categoryc, Sc be a set of object segments extracted from any
scene images of a scene categoryc andNSc be the number
of object segments inSc.

An object segment is represented by a bag of features (BoF)
histogram [17] of its local feature. In order to calculate a BoF
histogram, first of all, grey or color SIFT descriptors [18],
[19] are extracted from object segments at interest points or
on a dense grid [20]. Then, all the SIFT features of all the
segments are clustered by the K-tree method [21] to obtain a
set of key features as a code book. Finally, a BoF histogram
of each segment is calculated by using this code book. LetF
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bea set of key features,fn be an-th key feature ofF andNF

be the number of key features. Then an object segmentsc,ij
is represented by a BoF histogram of key featuresH(sc,ij ) =
[hc,ij (f1), ..., hc,ij (fNF

)].
Let Hc = {H(sc,ij )|sc,ij ∈ Sc} be a set of BoF histograms

obtained from a set of scene images of a scene categoryc ∈
C and {Hc}c∈C be given for a set of scene categories. The
problem to be solved is to compute a set of classesQc, which
represents object categories, fromHc of each scene category
c ∈ C, then to generate a classification tree of all classes
∪c∈CQc each class of which is located at a leaf of the tree
and to assign object category labels to those classes.

The probabilistic latent component analysis with the vari-
able number of classes (V-PLCA) is proposed for the first
problem of computing a set of classesQc = {qc,r|r =
1, ..., NQc} which represents object categories of each scene
category c ∈ C, where NQc is the number of classes
in Qc. A probability distribution of classes{p(qc,r)|qc,r ∈
Qc}, conditional probability distributions of instances, that
is, object segments{p(sc,ij |qc,r)|sc,ij ∈ Sc} for any qc,r ∈
Qc and conditional probability distributions of key features
{p(fn|qc,r)|fn ∈ F} for any qc,r ∈ Qc are calculated
by this method where the class probability represents the
composition ratio of object categories in a scene category, the
conditional probability of instances represents the degree that
object segments are instances of an object category and the
probability distribution of key features represents feature of
object categories.

The probabilistic latent component tree (PLCT) method is
proposed for the second problem of generating a classification
tree of all classes∪c∈CQc. The PLCT is a binary tree in
which similar classes are located at close leaves where the
similarity is calculated by using the conditional probability
distribution of key features. Branch nodes also have the
probability distribution of key features which characterizes
subtrees whose roots are those branch nodes. The PLCT can
be seen as a kind of thesaurus which defines a classification
system of appearance of object categories.

The semi-supervised labeling method is proposed for the
third problem of assigning object category labels to classes
located at leaves of the PLCT. The category hypothesis rule
is introduced to infer category labels of leaf nodes through
branch nodes by propagating prior scene category labels and
posterior object category labels incrementally given to repre-
sentative object instances of some object classes as teaching
signals. An instance whose conditional probability for a class
is maximum is used as a representative instance for the class.

III. PROPOSEDMETHOD

A. Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis of Scene Cate-
gories

The problem of learning object category composition
of each scene categoryc ∈ C is estimating probabili-
ties p(sc,ij , fn) =

∑
r p(qc,r)p(sc,ij |qc,r)p(fn|qc,r), namely

{p(qc,r)|qc,r ∈ Qc}, {p(sc,ij |qc,r)|sc,ij ∈ Sc, qc,r ∈ Qc},
{p(fn|qc,r)|fn ∈ F, qc,r ∈ Qc}, and the number of latent

classesNQc that maximize the following log-likelihood

Lc =
∑
ij

∑
n

hc,ij (fn) log p(sc,ij , fn) (1)

for a set of BoF histogramsHc = {H(sc,ij )|sc,ij ∈ Sc}.
When the number of latent classes is given, these probabilities
are estimated by the EM algorithm in which the following E-
step and M-Step are iterated until convergence

[E-step]

p(qc,r|sc,ij , fn) =
[p(qc,r)p(sc,ij |qc,r)p(fn|qc,r)]β∑

qc,r′
[p(qc,r′)p(sc,ij |qc,r′)p(fn|qc,r′)]β

(2)
[M-step]

p(fn|qc,r) =

∑
sc,ij

hc,ij (fn)p(qc,r|sc,ij , fn)∑
fn′

∑
sc,ij

hc,ij (fn′)p(qc,r|sc,ij , fn′)
(3)

p(sc,ij |qc,r) =
∑

fn
hc,ij (fn)p(qc,r|sc,ij , fn)∑

sc,ij ′

∑
fn

hc,ij ′(fn)p(qc,r|sc,ij ′ , fn)
(4)

p(qc,r) =

∑
sc,ij

∑
fn

hc,ij (fn)p(qc,r|sc,ij , fn)∑
sc,ij

∑
fn

hc,ij (fn)
(5)

whereβ is a temperature coefficient.
The number of latent classes is determined through an EM

iterative process with subsequent class division. The process
starts with one or a few classes, pauses at every certain number
of EM iterations less than an upper limit and calculates the
following index, which is called the degree of scatter,

δc,r =
∑
sc,ij

(∑
fn

|p(fn|qc,r)−D(sc,ij , fn)|
)
× p(sc,ij |qc,r)

(6)
where

D(sc,ij , fn) =
hc,ij (fn)∑
fn′ hc,ij (fn′)

(7)

for ∀qc,r ∈ Qc. Then a class whose degree of scatter takes a
maximum value among all classes whose degrees of scatter are
above a threshold and class probabilities are above a threshold
is divided into two classes. This iterative process is continued
until degrees of scatter or class probabilities of all the classes
become less than those thresholds.

The latent class is divided into two classes as follows.
Let qc,r0 be a source class to be divided and letqc,r1
and qc,r2 be target classes after division. Then, for a seg-
ment sc,i∗

j
= argmaxij{p(sc.ij |qc,r0)} which has the max-

imum conditional instance probability and its BoF histogram
H(sc,i∗

j
) = [hc,i∗

j
(f1), ..., hc,i∗

j
(fNF

)], one classqc,r1 is set
by specifying its conditional probability distribution of key
features, conditional probabilities of instances and a class
probability as

p(fn|qc,r1) =
hc,i∗

j
(fn) + α∑

fn′ (hc,i∗
j
(fn′) + α)

for ∀fn ∈ F (8)

p(sc,ij |qc,r1) =

{
p(sc,i∗

j
|qc,r0) for ij = i∗j

1−p(sc,i∗
j
|qc,r0 )

NSc−1 for ∀ij(ij ̸= i∗j ) ∈ Sc

(9)
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p(qc,r1) =
p(qc,r0)

2
(10)

respectively whereα is a positive correction coefficient. An-
other classqc,r2 is set by specifying its conditional probability
distribution of key features{p(fn|qc,r2)|fn ∈ F} at random,
conditional probabilities of instances{p(sc,ij |qc,r2)|ij ∈ Sc}
as0 for sc,i∗

j
and equal probability 1

NSc−1 for other instances

sc,ij (ij ̸= i∗j ), and a class probability asp(qc,r2) =
p(qc,r0 )

2 .
The temperature coefficientβ is set 1.0 until the number

of classes is fixed and after that it is gradually decreased
according to a given schedule of the tempered EM until
convergence.

B. Probabilistic Latent Component Tree for Object Catego-
rization

The problem of learning a classification tree PLCT of
categorical object appearance is generating a binary tree of
all classesQ∗ = ∪c∈CQc of all the scene categories by using
their conditional probability distributions of key features and
class probabilities.

Let B(Q0) be a branch node whereQ0(⊆ Q∗) is a
set of classes which are located at leaf nodes of a subtree
whose root is the branch node. Note thatQ0 = Q∗ for
a root node of a PLCT. Then two child nodes of the par-
ent nodeB(Q0) are generated as follows. First of all, for
each key featurefn ∈ F , Q0 is divided into two subsets
of classesQ1

fn
= {qc,r|p(fn|qc,r) ≤ ϵ, qc,r ∈ Q0} and

Q2
fn

= {qc,r|p(fn|qc,r) > ϵ, qc,r ∈ Q0} according to whether
a probability value of the key featurefn of each class inQ0

is below ϵ or not whereϵ is 0 or a small positive value
and 0 by default. Next, mean probability distributions of
key features of classes inQ1

fn
and Q2

fn
are calculated as

{µQ1
fn
(fn′)|fn′ ∈ F} and{µQ2

fn
(fn′)|fn′ ∈ F} respectively

and the following distance

Dfn =
∑

qc,r∈Q1
fn

p(qc,r)
( ∑
fn′∈F

p(fn′ |qc,r) log
p(fn′ |qc,r)
µQ1

fn
(fn′)

)
(11)

+
∑

qc,r∈Q2
fn

p(qc,r)
( ∑
fn′∈F

p(fn′ |qc,r) log
p(fn′ |qc,r)
µQ2(fn′)

)
is computed based on the KL information between each and
mean probability distributions of key features. Finally,Q0 is
divided into two subsets of classesQ1 andQ2 which give the
minimal value ofDfn for any key featurefn ∈ F . Then for
each ofQk(k = 1, 2), a branch nodeB(Qk) is generated as
a child node if the number of classes inQk is greater than
1 and a leaf nodeL(Qk) is generated as a child node if the
number of classes inQk is 1. However, when the number of
classes of a branch nodeB(Q0) is 2, two leaf nodes each
of which has one of these two classes are generated as child
nodes. The generation of child nodes by dividing a set of
classes is started from a root nodeB(Q∗) and is recursively
repeated on branch nodes until leaf nodes are generated. By
the way, it rarely happens that the number of classes in either
Q1 or Q2 becomes0. In that case, a mean probability value∑

qc,r∈Q0 p(fn|qc,r)/|Q0| is used asϵ for dividing Q0 into

two subsets of classesQ1 andQ2 where |Q0| represents the
number of classes inQ0.

A leaf nodeL({qc,r}) has one classqc,r so that its class
probability, conditional probability distribution of key features
and conditional probabilities of instances are maintained in
the leaf node where the class probability is normalized as
p(qc,r)/NC by dividing p(qc,r) by the number of scene
categoriesNC . A branch node also has a class probability
and a conditional probability distribution of key features. Let
np be a branch node andnc1 and nc2 be its child nodes.
For class probabilitiesp(nc1) and p(nc2) and conditional
probability distributions of key features{p(fn|nc1)|fn ∈ F}
and{p(fn|nc2)|fn ∈ F} of child nodes, the branch node has
a class probabilityp(np) = p(nc1)+ p(nc2) and a conditional
probability distribution of key features{p(fn|np)|fn ∈ F} a
probability value of which is obtained by

p(fn|np) =
p(nc1)

p(np)
× p(fn|nc1) +

p(nc2)

p(np)
× p(fn|nc2). (12)

C. Learning Object Category Labels

The problem of learning object category labels is inferring
labels of classes located at leaf nodes through branch nodes by
propagating prior scene category labels and posterior object
category labels incrementally given to representative object
instances of some object classes as teaching signals. Class
labels are initialized by using scene category labels when a
PLCT is generated and they are incrementally modified by us-
ing object category labels given for representative instances of
some object classes. An instance whose conditional probability
for a class is maximum is used as a representative instance
for the class. The category hypothesis rule is introduced to
infer class labels of leaf nodes through branch nodes in the
following steps:

1) Assign teaching signals to leaf nodes where a teaching
signal of each leaf node is a label of a scene category
for the leaf class at the PLCT generation time and an
object category label given for a representative instance
of the leaf class while incremental modification time,

2) Infer branch category hypotheses of branch nodes by
propagating class probabilities of leaf nodes and teach-
ing category labels assigned to leaf nodes,

3) Infer object category labels of leaf classes by using
branch category hypotheses and teaching category la-
bels.

In the step 2, a branch category hypothesis is inferred as
follows based on class probabilities of leaf nodes and teaching
category labels assigned to leaf nodes. LetB(Q) be a branch
node whereQ = {qc,r} is a set of classes which are located
at leaf nodes of a subtree whose root is the branch node and
ΓB(Q) = {(p(qc,r), lc,r)|qc,r ∈ Q, lc,r ∈ Lc} be a set of pairs
of class probabilities and teaching category labels of those
leaf nodes whereLc is a set of category labels. Then for each
category labell ∈ Lc, pB(Q),l =

∑
(p(qc,r),l)∈ΓB(Q)

p(qc,r)

gives a certainty value thatB(Q) represents an object category
l. Accordingly, a branch category hypothesis is obtained as
l∗ = argmaxl∈Lc{pB(Q),l} that gives the maximum certainty
value among all the categories inLc.
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In order to infer object category labels of leaf classes
in the step 3, a node attribute that is called the categorial
root is introduced by using branch category hypotheses and
teaching category labels. Letnp be a branch node whose
branch category hypothesis islnp ∈ Lc, ns be a sibling node
of np, nc1 andnc2 be child nodes ofnp. Let lnck

(k = 1, 2)
or lns

∈ Lc be a branch category hypothesis ifnck or ns

is a branch node or a teaching category label ifnck or ns

is a leaf node. Then a branch nodenp becomes a categorial
root if lnp ̸= lns and lnc1 = lnc2 hold. In caselnp ̸= lns

holds butlnc1 ̸= lnc2 , nc1 or nc2 becomes a categorial root
if it is a leaf node. An object category label of a leaf class is
inferred by using the categorial root attribute of branch nodes
and leaf nodes as follows: (1) if a leaf node is a categorial
root, a teaching category label given to the leaf node is set
as an object category label of the leaf class, (2) otherwise, a
branch category hypothesis of the nearest ancestor node that
is a categorial root is set as an object category label of the
leaf class.

When a PLCT is generated, object category labels of leaf
classes are initialized by firstly assigning their scene category
labels to leaf nodes as teaching signals, then inferring branch
category hypotheses and finally inferring object category labels
of leaf classes based on the category hypothesis rule. An object
category label of a leaf class is modified when the leaf node
receives a teaching category label which is different from a
current object category label. Here, a label of an instance
whose conditional instance probability for the leaf class is
maximum is selected as a teaching category label for the leaf
node. If a given teaching category label is different from a
previous teaching category label, which is a scene category
label assigned to a leaf node as an initial teaching signal in
case of the initial PLCT, firstly the new teaching category label
is assigned to the leaf node, then branch category hypotheses
and the categorial root attributes are modified for nodes on
a path from the leaf node to a PLCT root node and their
sibling nodes, and finally according to the category hypothesis
rule, object category labels are modified for all the leaf classes
which are located at leaf nodes of subtrees whose roots are
these modified nodes. On the other hand, if a given teaching
category label is the same as a previous teaching category
label, which is a scene category label assigned to a leaf node as
an initial teaching signal in case of the initial PLCT, an object
category label is modified to the teaching category label. In this
modification, a teaching category label given to a leaf node is
propagated to neighbor leaf nodes so that their object category
labels are also modified through the category hypothesis rule.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Framework

Experiments of category learning were conducted by using
the MSRC labeled image database v21. Scene image sets of16
categories each category of which contained about27 images
and was labeled with its foreground object were prepared and
used for experiments. The total numbers of images was429.

1http://research.microsoft.com/vision/cambridge/recognition/

           tree           sky                     cow       tree 

road          grass                              grass 

building                             cow 
building 

(a)             (b)                  (a)             (b)                
grass                    cow       grass (a)             (b)                  (a)             (b)  

bicycle     building                building  bicycle                             grass     
Fig. 1. Examples of (a) scene images and (b) object segments with labels.
Scene images and object segments of 16 categories (“airplane”, “bicycle”,
“bird”, “building”, “car”, “cat”, “chair”, “cow”, “dog”, “grass”, “road”,
“sheep”, “sign”, “sky”, “tree”, “water”) were used in experiments.

An image contains a few object segments each of which has
one of16 category labels. Fig. 1 shows some categorical scene
images and object segments with labels. These images were
split into five parts with equal size for5-fold cross validation,
that is, each of five parts was used as a recognition test set and
the others as a learning set. Main learning parameters were set
as follows. In determining the number of classes of V-PLCA,
thresholds of the degree of scatter and class probability were
1.0 and0.2 respectively and a correction coefficientα in the
expression (8) was1.0. In the tempered EM, a temperature
coefficientβ was decreased by multiplying it by0.95 at every
20 iterations until it became0.8.

Two types of local feature descriptors, the384-dimensional
opponent color SIFT descriptor on a dense grid in addition
to the128-dimensional grey SIFT descriptor at interest points
were used for experiments as it was known that dense repre-
sentation performed better than sparsely detected interest point
representation and opponent color SIFT descriptor was in gen-
eral recommended among various color SIFT descriptor [20],
[19]. The code book size of grey SIFT features and opponent
color SIFT features were719 and720 respectively. These two
features are abbreviated as DOCS (dense opponent color SIFT)
and IPGS (interest point grey SIFT) respectively.

B. Experimental Results

The mean of the total numbers of classes which were
generated by the V-PLCA from16 scene categories were
106.2 and 89.2 for IPGS and DOCS respectively. By using
scene category labels as teaching signals at the generation
time, initial IPGS PLCTs had58.6 correct object category
labels for leaf classes on average and initial DOCS PLCTs had
36.6 correct object category labels for leaf classes on average,
which were55.2% and40.8% of 106.2 and89.8 total classes
respectively. Here a correct label for a leaf class was given by
a label of an instance whose conditional instance probability
for the leaf class was maximum. Fig. 2 shows a part of a PLCT
at the generation time. It is observed that an object category
label of a leaf node “L3” is correctly inferred as a “water” by
the category hypothesis rule though its scene category label is
a “bird”.

When teaching category labels, which were labels of object
segments whose conditional instance probabilities for the leaf
classes were maximum, were given to leaf nodes in the order
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BH:water 

SL:water, OL:water －[water] 

BH:water 

SL:bird, OL:water －[water] 

－[water] 

BH:airplane 

   (B8) 

(B7) 

(L1) 

(B17) 

(L3) 

(L4) 
SL:water, OL:water  

Fig. 2. A part of an initial PLCT. An ellipse is a branch node and a rectangle
is a leaf node. In an ellipse, “BH” indicates a branch category hypothesis. In
a rectangle, “SL” and “OL” indicate a scene category label and an object
category label respectively. A colored ellipse represents it is a categorial root.
A label in a square bracket is a correct label and a segment image shows a
representative instance of a leaf class.

of higher to lower class probability, IPGS PLCTs had99.6
correct object category labels and DOCS PLCTs had82.4
correct object category labels for leaf classes on average
according to the category hypothesis rule, which were93.8%
and91.8% of 106.2 and89.8 total classes respectively. Fig. 3
shows a part of a modified PLCT. It is observed that object
category labels of leaf nodes “L106” and “L110” are correctly
inferred as “cow”s according to the category hypothesis rule
by giving a teaching category label “cow” to the leaf node
“L106”. By another repetition of the modification of object
category labels by giving same teaching category labels to
the leaf nodes, the correctness became100% since the same
teaching category labels were given twice in succession.

Through learning object category labels, it turns out whether
each class of a scene category represents a foreground ob-
ject category or a background object category in the scene
category and composition ratio of object categories in the
scene category is obtained by their class probabilities. Fig. 4
shows foreground and background object classes and their
composition ratio of some scene categories where a foreground
class represents a foreground object category and a background
class represents a background object category.

The feature of a scene category is represented by com-
posing conditional probability distributions of key features
for foreground and background object categories in the scene
category. LetQf

c andQb
c be sets of classes which represent

foreground and background object categories in a scene cate-
gory c ∈ C andQf

c (θf ) = {qc,r|qc,r ∈ Qf
c , p(qc,r) ≥ θf} and

Qb
c(θb) = {qc,r|qc,r ∈ Qb

c, p(qc,r) ≥ θb} be subsets ofQf
c and

Qb
c respectively. Then a probability distribution of key features

for the scene categoryc is expressed by

p(fn|Qf
c (θf ), Q

b
c(θb)) =

∑
qc,r∈Qf

c (θf )∪Qb
c(θb)

λ(qc,r)×p(fn|qc,r)

(13) 
BH:cow 

SL:grass, OL:cow 

BH:cow 

SL:grass, OL:cow  

SL:cow, OH:cow －[cow] 

－[cow] 

Teaching label 
 (cow)    

BH:dog 

－[cow] 
(B107) 

(B106) 

(L106) 

(B110) 

(L110) 

(L111) 

Fig. 3. A part of a modified PLCT

             
(a) A scene category “dog” 

 

 

 

 

(b) A scene category “sign” 

Foreground  
class 1(sign) 

0.290       0.173        0.163       0.161         0.115       0.098 

Foreground  
class 2(sign) 

Foreground  
class 3(sign) 

Background  
class 1(building) 

Background  
class 3(building) 

Background  
class 2(tree) 

 Foreground  
class 1(dog)      

0.186       0.156        0.135       0.266         0.172       0.085 

Foreground  
class 2(dog) 

Foreground  
class 3(dog) 

Background  
class 1(road) 

Background  
class 3(road) 

Background  
class 2(grass) 

      
Fig. 4. Examples of object category composition of scene categories

λ(qc,r) =
p(qc,r)∑

qc,r′∈Qf
c (θf )∪Qb

c(θb)
p(qc,r′)

(14)

for ∀fn ∈ F whereθf andθb wereset as0.1 in experiments.
For a given scene image, objects in the scene are recognized
based on similarity between conditional probability distribu-
tions of key features for object classes and bags of features of
those objects. Also a scene is recognized based on similarity
between composite probability distributions of key features for
scene categories and a composite bag of features of objects in
the scene which is sum of bags of features of those objects.
The most similar object categories and scene category are
selected for the given scene image.

Two methods of recognition - the object-to-scene recog-
nition method and the scene-to-object recognition method -
are devised and their recognition performance was evaluated
through5-fold cross validation. In the object-to-scene recog-
nition method, firstly object categories are selected for objects
in a scene by computing similarity between bags of features
of those objects and conditional probability distributions of
key features of object classes. Then selected object categories
are used for shortlisting candidate scene categories which
are scene categories whose foreground object categories are
same with selected object categories. Finally a scene category
is selected by computing similarity between composition of
bags of features of objects and probability distributions of
key features of candidate scene categories. In the scene-to-
object recognition method, firstly a scene category is selected
by computing similarity between composition of bags of
features of objects in a scene and probability distributions of
key features of scene categories. Then object categories are
selected by computing similarity between bags of features of
objects and conditional probability distributions of key features
of object categories in the scene category. Table. I shows
mean recognition rates of objects and scenes by these two

TABLE I
RECOGNITION RATES OF SCENES AND OBJECTS

Recognitionmethod Object-to-scene Scene-to-object
Feature DOCS IPGS DOCS IPGS

Scenerecognition accuracy 0.807 0.676 0.568 0.626
Object recognition accuracy 0.724 0.649 0.685 0.600

Foreground object recall 0.979 0.996 0.966 0.987
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recognitionmethods. The object-to-scene recognition method
achieved higher recognition performance than the scene-to-
object recognition method. The DOCS representation per-
formed better than the IPGS representation especially in case
of the object-to-scene recognition method. The recognition
performance was very high for foreground objects that were
objects whose categories were same with their scene cate-
gories.

C. Discussion

The categorization and labeling of objects and scenes are es-
sential to recognize and understand the world. In our method,
categorization is achieved by unsupervised V-PLCA and PLCT
and labeling is achieved by semi-supervised manner through
the category hypothesis rule. In the V-PLCA, the number
of object classes in scene categories is not necessary to be
fixed in advance and is determined dependent on learning
samples. Also in the PLCT, the depth of an object class tree
is not necessary to be fixed in advance and is determined
dependent of object classes generated through the V-PLCA.
These characteristics of our method make it easy to adapt to
various features and data sets for learning without tuning size
parameters of the method. Since an object class labeling pro-
cess is incremental, it can be performed in an interactive mode
in which a system equipped with this method communicates
with its users to acquire object labels in a real world situation.

Our method can learn and recognize both object and scene
categories at the same time. The DOCS-based object-to-scene
recognition method achieved recognition rates of0.807 for
scenes and0.724 for objects, especially0.979 for foreground
objects. The recognition performance depends on not only
learning and recognition methods but also feature coding and
pooling methods and learning data sets [22], [23]. Our results
are high enough in comparison with existing methods which
uses simple SIFT-based features [19], [22].

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a learning method of both object and
scene categories based on probabilistic latent component mod-
els V-PLCA and PLCT in conjunction with semi-supervised
object class labeling. Through experiments by using images
of plural categories in the MSRC labeled image database, it
was shown that the method worked effectively in learning a
labeled object category tree and object category composition
of scene categories. It was also confirmed that the proposed
object-to-scene recognition method achieved high recognition
performance for object and scene categories. We are currently
extending our object and scene representation to include mid-
level features.
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